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By Iris Brown Endeley
There is a day-care crisis in Illinois. Governor James
Thompson's proposed FY 1984 Slate budget, will strike a
1remendous blow to statewide childcare programs. according to the Day Care action council of Illinois and the
Statewide Human Services Coalition.
The Action Council fact sheet states:
-There wilt be a 46% reduction in day care slots for employmentrelated/ TDC, now called "subsidized day care·•.
-The eligibility lor all program s wilt be reduced to maximum of 60
percent..
-At least 44 programs will be forced to close.
-The attribute source said "more than 3600 day care slots will Qe
ellminaled.
-The Department of Human Ser vices will experience 11.6 percent
cuts in the local eflort employmenl-related line, in addition to
massive cuts in administrative services.
-There will be a 12.45 percent loss in slots to Department of Public
Aid/ donated funds initiative employment-related day car e..
Already parents are concerned with obtaining sal e, affordable and
productive childcare. These parents may be unable to find adaquate
care lor their children at all, according to Mary McKenzie; Director of
day care at Sl Vi ncent Oe Puul Center, located at 2145 -N . Halsted,
Chicago Illinois.
" It s import ant tha t private compames get nlto providing childcare lor thei r
employees. ~:specially with the cuts planned l or the 1984 slate b~clget. And the
plight or mother s cntPring the work for ce," said MacKenzie.
~l acKenzie believes privat e and public companies should be forced to pr ovide
do~ care lor t11ctr employees. :VIacKcnzic reels that this is unl ikely because
companies arc slow m addrpss1ng t he preser.! and fu ture needs o f ch1ldcare.
Accordmg to a story m the Ch tcago Stm-Ttmes. October 20. 1982 tssuc, Official
Atrlitlt' Gutdcs 111 Oak Brook. llltnois has started an employer supported day
care program . For a Icc ranging from $44 to S66 per week, OAG employees can
bring their children with them to work each morning, look 111 on them occasionally. and retrieve them alter the work day is finished . Nevertheless. thts practice has not become a widespr ead activity in Chicagnbased companies.
Despite the abundance or childcare centers now. things arc not
ex pected t o get better in the childcare market in the future. according to Mary MacKenzie of St. Vincent De Paul.
Facilities funded by the government may cause
mothers to leave their children at home
unattended. The Childcare facilities
that don' t r eceive governm ental funds
will experience new tuition increases.
Facilities that operate on partial fUnding such as St. Vincent De Paul, will
suHer income losses tremendously according to Mary MacKenzie.St. Vincent De Paul is one of many :iday. care lacllllles that caters to the'
working or studying parents needlalday care for children four lllOft1h& _..
grammar scbool age. "'~e g!.ve p
'
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Students
react to
Byrne's return
The Opinion Poll that appears in
this Issue or the Chronicle reflects
some or the student's reactions
towards Mayor Byrne's decision to
run as a write-in candidate.

time. But one can see, !rom her action, that she has lost her integrity.
She has also lost the trust she had
from her close supporters.

The Chronicle found that the majority or the students reacted
negatively. One student said "she
must be afraid or losing her power
and can't accept she's lost."

Trust is the one and m aybe the '
only !actor that determines who a
person will support in an election.
Without trust Byrne has endangered her future in politics.
And she may have endangered the •
trust i n the future or th e
Dem ocratic Party.

Perhaps it is power that she is
trying to hold on to for the last

•
By Mark Merzdorf
Rona l d Reagan will be
remembered by soc ial an d
historical observers as th e·
greatest presidential failure or all
time.
In co nt rast, he will b e
remembered fondly by the neoconservative factions in this countr y who have prospered during his
reign or terror.
Ronald Reagan is not the. " just
plain fol ks" person he claims to be.
He is a diabolical man with a
desire to divide America into two
separate and distinct groups: rich
and poor. A man who saturates the
airwaves w ith diatribe from Calvin
Coolidge's years or collapse.
In two years, Ronald Reagan has
attempted to destroy the middle
and lower cl ass segments or
American society . whi l e
systematically i gnor i ng t hose
Americans already trapped by
poverty . He has tried to crush the
black and Hispanic people. He has
forced America into depression
and unemployment. He has extirpated the social programs or the
Federal government, and forced
the states and l ocalities to swallow
the staggering debt imposed by hi s
administration.
Ronald Reaga n has answered
the demands or his corporate supporters that sought federal defense
contracts by targeting 1.5 trillion
for defense through 1985.
Ronald Reagan escalated the
arms race in the name or "peace" .
but at the expense of ev~. y man.
woman and child on this planet.
Ronald Reagan ordered a
" redirection" or the ~: nvironmen
tal Protection Agency. Demol ition
would be more accurate. Cor-

porate interests arc not served
when they arc required to spend
millions on pollution control
devices and tox1c waste system s.
Cor;>orations only benefit from the
environment when the environment benefits them.
.James Watt was a gift to
America from Honald l teagan. Mr.
Watt has given us. in return, more
oil wells, off shore leases, and programs for drilling and mining In
our national forests. Watt also Informed us that all I ndians on reservations arc lazy and al coholic."
Honold ftcagan haH managed to
hide the fact that he IH a racist.
America cxcUHeH him from his

wh1te Sheet politics by claiming
that he i s "in se nsi tive" to
minorities. More to the point.
Ronald Reagan could give a damn
about anybody in this country who
,does not have an economic hold or
interest in manufacturing and industry.
For tho se who doubt h is
simplistic view of blacks and the
downtrodden in this country. consider this statem ent from a
Reagan news conference in 1970:
"A great deal of the problem in the
so-called hunger problem i n the
country and certainly here in
California is that in m any instances malnutrition, that is. the
result of a lack or knowledge or
proper nutritional diet and or
ethnic eating patterns and habits.
And the result is not in any way
associated in some instances with
need or lack or funds. There are
certain localit ies in the country
where the children themselves
think a very tasty meal i s bread
with sorghum on it and because
they like it and it is kind or
customary and that 's what they
get and it is hardly what we call a
balanced m ea l. " According to
Reagan. the ethnic diet is responsi- ·
ble !or the m ajority or hunger in
Amer ica.
America continues to allow
Ronald ' Reagan the freedom of
reckless assertions. callous indifference, and escape his rightful
position as a Grand Dragon in the
Ku Klux K l an.
Reagan allows the ligures to
speak lor themselves. Hi s current
record of Federal hiring or
minorities is bleak. But it <.!lifers
l ittle from his past attempts at
keeping b l ack s a nd ot h er
minorities ! rom various level s or
government. Accor<.ling to several
estimates, during his term or
governorship in California, from
1!166 to 1971 , only nine jobs ou t of a
total of~ . 709 appointments went to
bl acks.
l tona ld Heagan Is not Robin
l·lood. lie does not take !rom the
rich and ~lve to the poor. He robs
the poor, gives the rich tax breaks,
while enjoying l avish parties In the
White House.
Outside the gates of the White
House, <Jeep In Sherwood Forest,
the rest or America roam the
street• In search or their next
meal.

Letters to the editor
Dear E ditor:
I am wr iting with regard to "on
the Mark" which appeared in !.he
March 7, 1983 issue or the ·chro'nicle. It's surel y the most irresponsible and insulting bit or rubbish this
paper has ever printed - no mean
!eat!
According to Mr. Merz<.lorr, I an<.l
the thousands of other non-black
voters who contributed to Congressman Washington's primary
victory are delu<.led roots at best
and racial traitors at worst. By
employing a rhetorical trick in his
filth paragraph. Merzdorl has inferred that Bernard Epton i s the
"Superior ca ndidate" without
<.lirectly sayng so an<.l without saying why. Even if it is a misreading
or his meaning. the effect is the
same as if Merzdorl ha<.l openly
<.lecl ared a preference for Epton.
I am not so naive as to think that
racism is not an issue in the
mayoral election. but I know that
not all or the voters are racists and
that not all r acists are so stupi<.l as
to vote against thei r own self-

For those students and other interested parties that m ay have
missed the now famous. " fifth
paragraph with the rhetorical
trick ." I wrote : "Washington will
not lose the el ection because he is
facing a candidate of superior
quality . All of us realize quality
has nothing to do with Chicago
mayoral candidates."
·
If the column confused you let
me remind you that it w.1s a satiric.11paragraph. from a satirical col umn. aboul ll saliriclll subj ect . con cerning a sa tirical r ace. about 11
Sllliriclll city. from " writer who
sometimes exercises the practice
ofsatir e!

inter est.
Congressman Washington has
the superior program ; even M erzdOrl mamiged to acknowledge
that. A careful reading or both candidates' platforms will demonstrate that Epton represents the
Reagan-Thompspn people-last approach to -government on a local
level. Even if a racially motivated
voter does not send his or her
children to public school, ride the
CTA or use any or the otber publicly financed services, his or her
neighbors do. We cannot alford to
live in' a city with badly~ucated.
pissed-orr and hungry neighbors.
Congressman Washington, on the
other han<.l. represents an intelligently m appe<.l-out program to
make this city a humane environment.
Instead or wasting all the trees it
took to print your "views" in your
March 7th column, why don't you
tell tis whom you would have us
vote for and why, Mr. Merzdorf.
RespecUully,
Miriam Solon-Hanover
Having cleared up that dispar i ty, I leave you with the following:
1. I never said or suggested that
you or anyone else that voted for
Harold Washington were, "deluded fools at best. and r acial traitors
at worst. " However . this is a free
country, and if you wish to label
yoursel f as such , feel free!
2. I must be one lucky person !
Where 1/ive. nobody is urinating in
my direction ... Perhaps you should
consider moving downwind like the
rest of us...
3. Don 'I worry about &1Ving trees
when J am es Watt is lllive and
chasing Redwoods with a roaring
chainsaw!

The Columbia Chronicl e Is the student newspaper or Columbia College. The o;>lnlons expressed ar e those or the editorial starr and do not
necessarily reflect the v iews of Columbia College.
The Columbia Chronicle welcomes comments, criticisms and reactions from readers. Letters are subject to editing. All material submitted becomes property or the Columbia Chronicle. Drop off material at
the Columbia Chronicle office.
Contact the Columbia Chronicle editorial office at 600 s. Mlchl&an
Avenue, Room 621 ; orcall863-1600, ext. 2113.
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c.c. Profile/Struttin' our stuff
By Terri McGuire
" You just can't be a quitter" in
the words of Isabell Hofmann.
Who's Isabell Hofmann? She's a
former Columbia College student
who is now a teacher, actress,
comedlanne, choreographer, and a
musician all wrapped into one!
Here at Columbia, where Hofmann has been instructing theater
and music students for three
semesters, she teaches Musical
Comedy Performance Workshop.
Despite her dynamic sense of
humor and the name of the class,
Hofmann views the Musical Comed y Works hop as "serious
business.''

" You have to keep your sense of
humor, but having enough energy
and enthusiasm is the most serious
and Important Ingredient If you
want to be successful," she said.
Hofm ann says she enjoys
teaching at Columbia because she
believes she knows what the
students need most In their training. 'I've been in their place and I
try to guide and help my students
in the areas where I didn't receive
enough atteption when I was in
school."
Although Isabell Hofm an n
always wanted to be involved In
performance and theater work,
she did not make it ber career
choice until she decided to quit the
Un iversity of Wisconsin at
Whitewater. Says Hofmann, she
" pretended to go into social work."
Hofmann comes from a very
talented family . Her father is very

musical and plays 12 different instruments. " We all do something,
whether it's singing, acting, or
playing an instrument, we always
had fun."
Hofmann said she remembers
dancing in front of the television to
The Lawrence Welk Show when
she was a young girl. She also
began playing the accordion at a
very young age. " I remember the
accordion being bigger than I was
at the time, now, I play a mean,
"new-wave" accordion." Hofmann
said she likes playing Devo's
" Whip it" and the Waitresses " I
know what boys like," best of all.
Hofmann's interest and enjoyment in dancing at a young age
seemed to reward her nicely later
on, because she choreographed the
production of " Grease" last summer for the Theater on the Lake.
Hofmann has choreographed
other productions also, such as,
" Island of the lost Co-eds" and the
play " Broadway" which she rechoreographed.
In addition to all of these talents,
Hofmann puts her energy to work
as an actress and comedlen, too.
Hofmann belongs to the Practical Theater Company in Evanston, where she and three other
women comics perform under the
name, "Cast of Squirrels before
Swine." The group of women finally settled on that name for their act
after numerous other unique suggestions were discarded.
Hofmann said they do sketches,
improvisations, play games, a nd

Hofmann, but It witt pay off if you
"try like hell ."
Being a totally self-sufficient actor is Isabell Hofmann' s future
goal. She enjoys working and performing here in Chicago and irtends to stay for awhile.
" You get to know other performers pretty quickly in Chicago
and it really gets tough when you
go for an audition and you find
yourself competing against a
friend," said Hofmann.
New York City is a hard place to
start if you're a young person just
starting out in acting or performing of any type, according to Hofmann.

" I've done a lot of things just by
being in the right place at the right
time," she said.
Hofmann Intends to continue
teaching at the lith Street Theater
while pursuing her other interests
also.
" I wish I was back in school,
there's so much more that theater
and music students are doing
now.''

Isabell Hofmann
anything else they think people will
enjoy and laugh about. "Comedy
comes natural to me, I just like doing odd-ball things that make people laugh," said Hofmann.
Hofmann's favorite performer is
Bette Midier. "I think she's great
and she's been an influence on my
own style."

Hofmann considers herself a
variety performer oppo&e4 to a
straight drama or musical performer. " I love doing all the
cabaret-type stuff because then I
have the freedom to do a number of
different things. "
Building a good reputation and
pushing yourself beyond your
limits is hard work according to

Hofmann feels the theater
department at Columbia has
grown tremendously with the help
of a lot of fine instructors and
leadership within the department.
Isabell Hofmann has come a long
way since her days as a student at
Columbia College and she is only 26
years old. When asked to comment
about he r talent s and accomplishments so far she said,
" Hey, if I can do it, anyone can,
you just can't be a quitter! "

The Unpredictable Astrologers Medium
By Gary Carlson
Crystal balls, tea leaves, tarot
cards, and computers- these are
the tools of the modern astrologer.
David Horbovetz, director of "the
Astrologer's Medium " at 2615 N.
Halstead is one such modern
astrologer.
The Astrologer's Medium offers
such traditional features as palm
reading, tarot card analysis, handwriting analysis, astrological charting, along with past life and
psychic readings. However, unlike
fortune tellers of old, Horbovetz
does not claim to predict the
future.

Said Horbovetz, " These analyses
do not control your free will ... they
can only show your past tendencies
and potential future trends, but not
necessarily how you will deal with
them. !Is like carrying an umbrella at the threat of rain. Your
free will is acting on the possible
occurance of a rain storm ...only
the rain is predictable. not
necessarily your actions to keep
yourself dry. "
World War II triggered a
resurgence in the popularity and
influence or astrology, which
grows every year. More than three
quarters of all newspapers in the

Editor hails
By Robert Bergavlk
" I think there Is a growing group
of people that are being written off
and ignored," said visiting journalist Tom Brune last week at Columbia College.
Some hopes for easing racial tension rose with the primary election
of Congressman Harold
Washington Feb. 22, according to
Brune. He added, however, that
" racial polarity still exists."
And Brune should know.
Brune, 30, managing editor of
the Chicago Reporter, addressed
his remarks to the Introduction to
Journalism class, March 7, taught
by Jacqueline Moore.
The Chicago Reporter, he explained, fills a special city need by
remaining " non-aligned by race."
The Reporter peers Into Institutionalized racism, or what Brune
ca ll ed a n "uncon sc i o u s
discrimination In city services a nd
education."
Examples of Reporter investigations include the discovery In 1978,
that most underequipped Chicago
Fire Department ambulances pulled duty In minority areas.
That same year, the Reporter
broke a story detailing the differences between park district
facUlties In primarily-white Marquette Park, and others In nearby
minority areas. When a black colleague dropped the Investigation,
following a severe beatinl!. Brune

United States carry a daily
horoscope column and paper collections of horoscopes are top
sellers. Universities now offer
courses in astrology and private instruction and readings can be
found in almost every city and
town.
Yet David Horbovetz denounces
much of this as commercialism
and sheer entertainment. Astrology is plagued with practioners
who have a lack of education and
counselling experience. he expla ined. " The finest astrologers avoid
grandstanding a nd mainta in low
profiles. The art of astrology is in

"Reporter~~

compared computer records to
reveal the park prejudice.
"There was a n incredible
disparity," Brune said.
Although the Marquette Park
story was expanded on a year later
by the Chicago Sun-Times, Brune
called racial coverage by the city's
daily newspapers "kind of
foreign."
"The dailies missed the boat on
black coverage during the last
election," said Brune.
Furthermore, he added, issues
raised by the Reporter are often
picked up by other Chicago media.
Brune referred to the ambulance
and park facilities stories.
Despite the Reporter's big gun
Influence on the Chicago scene, it
boasts a pea-shooter circulation
among city papers. The Reporter's
2,500 monthly readers, according
to Brune, include journalists,
businesspeople and community
leaders.
Also, the Reporter accepts no
advertising or large corporate
donations.
" And we do no breaking news or
football scores," said Brune.
First published over ten years
ago, "when the civil rights movement went into the boardroom,"
the Reporter receives funding
from the Community Renewal
Society. Additional funds are raised by publisher John A. McDermott.

Graduating from Northwestern
University in 1975, Brune admits
fe w co mpl a ints a bout t h e
R e port e r . H e praised the
managerial "free rein" and the
" absolutely free editorial policy"
of the paper's board of directors.
Brune also rained kudos on his
news staff. With the advantage of a
month -l on g lead time , hi s
reporters can "dig deep."
Journali sm inte rnships are
sometimes offered a t the Reporter,
according to Brune, although he
would fatten his staff's wallets
before increasing an intern's
modest pay.
"You get to tackle the big
issues ... and you get to work with a
very fine staff," Brune said of the
fringe benefits.
In his spare time, Brune is a
free-lance writer and a stringer for
the Boston Globe. He is paid 14
cents per word for translating
Chicago's problems into proper
Bostonian terms.
Brune once worked as a switchboard operator. He paid his journalistic dues, however, reporting
for the Pioneer Press, Lerner-Life
and Suburban Tribune newspapers, before his start as circulation director for the Reporter.
Although his ideal job would be
that of a " roving editor, perhaps In
South America," according to
Brune, be is very happy In his present office on North Wabash Ave.

interpreting a map of alternatives
and determining how you witt tend
to react."
Ho r bovetz ' office a t the
Astrologer's Medium reflects his
outlook. No Gypsy tea-room atmosphere there. A desk, shelf unit
and a personal computer are the
only furniture In the office, making
It look much like thousands of
pther small businessmen's offices
throughout the country . The only
hint of astrology in the room is a
clock with signs or the zodiac in
place of numbers.
The TRS-80 computer represents
a personal success for Horbovetz.
It has taken the drudgery out or the
process of constructing astrological charts . Chart analysis of natal
planetary patterns gives an overview of life potentials. strengths
and pitfalls. and also shows how to
use the positive areas of the chart
to mitigate difficulties. Past. present and future trends can be tim-

ed so that a person can prepare for
upcoming cycles. Horbovetz perfected the computer program and
has made it available to other
astrologers.
"The Astrologer's Medium" is
located at 2615 N. Halstead In
Chicago. Consultation in tarot,
palm reading, astrological charting, handwriting analysis, psychic
and past-life reading are available
by appointment. In addition, the
Astrologer 's Medium offers a complete astrology curr iculum which
includes courses such as Basics of
Astrology and Chart Construction,
and workshops like Harmonics,
Cosmobiology and History of
Astrology. For information about
consultations or classes call 9353033 or visit the school between
5:00 P .M. and 7:00 P .M. on Mondays and Tuesdays, or between
6:30 P.M. and 7:00 P .M. on
Wednesdays and Thursdays.
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Daycare centers~ 2nd
mothers to children
(Continued from Page 1)

the opportunity to better
themselves academically and job
wise,'' said MacKenzie.

MacKenzie said the actual cost
lor an infant to attend St. Vincent
De Paul now is 122.75 per week lor
infants. For pre-school children it
is slightly less at $81.90 per week.
St. Vincent De Paul Center
receives 47 percent of its funds
!rom the government and subsidized childcare is provided to 252
parents who are mostly singleparents. The childcare budget cuts
will push these parents out of the
center and possibly to private
babysitters, said MacKenzie.
MacKenzie said that subsidized
day care funds help to keep St. Vincent and other partially government funded centers to keep its
doors open.
Mary MacKenzie predicts that
the school age children will have to
come home with the door key
around their necks. " They will
become the latchkey children, she
said. Latchkey children have traditionally been described as
youngsters who carry their own
door key and are permitted
sometimes required to both leave
and return to an empty house,
staying alone lor several hours
alter school.
St. Vincent De Paul has 456
children in its day care program.
There is an additional 700 children
on its waiting list. "This shows a
great need lor the private babysitter because o! the lew slots in
centers," said MacKenzie. Also,
MacKenzie claims the United
States is now experiencing a baby
boom.

The stall at St. Vincent De Paul
Center is very concerned with easing the parents !ears o! leaving
their kids with strangers, providing good day care, and showing
concern lor the total child; his spiritual, emotional, social, physical
and intellectual growth and
development, according to Mary
Mackenzie. Part of the centers
philosophy states: Young children
have the right and deserve the
privilege to grow and develop as
individuals to their fullest capacity.
St. Vincent is the first licensed
infant day care progra m in the city
and now represents a standard of
care lor further development o!
this essential service.
The center was rounded in 1881
and is a multi-service agency
operated by the Daughters o!
Charity of St. Vincent De P aul.
" II the proposal lor the childcare
reductions is approved, we will
close the door of our center July
1," said Nancy McCullar, Director
o! all Family Programs at Jane
Adams Center, located at 3213 N.

Broadway, Chicago, Illinois. McCullar believes these cuts would
make poor a nd working mothers
unable to lind childcare lor their
kids. "It will be too expensive,",
McCullar said.
The Jane Adams Center has a
network of 60 day care homes that
were created to increase the
availability of quality childcare
and to p r o v i d e
unemployed/ welfare women with
a means of supporting themselves
and their families. These providers
homes can be licensed lor as many
as eight children, according to
Jane Adams 1981-82 Annual
This annual report shows the
center gets government grants
totaling $540,252, which includes
lees paid by parents able to alford
the centers childcare services.
Nancy McCullar said "There's
just not enough day care out
there. " McCullar said she does not
know where these new childcare
seekers will lind services lor their
kids. "Right now we get over a 100
calls a month lor day care and we
cannot service all of these
parents," said McCullar.
Presently, one or Jane Adams
Centers is 100 percent government
funded and another is 90 percent
subsidized and 10 percent private,
according to Mary McCullar.
Debra Glenn , a Mundelein
marketing student, has her sevenyear-old son enrolled in St. Vincent
De Paul's day care program. She
is a single-parent who benefits
!rom the subsidized day care program.
" It is extremely hard to find proper child care," said Miss Glenn.
She said it took seven months to get
her son enrolled. " The waiting list
is much longer now, " she said.
" I've lost jobs because I couldn't
get reliable chlldcare. I use to and
still am late alot of times lor my
classes," said Glenn. This has
resulted in gripes with instructors
and poor grades said Glenn.
One of Glenn's !ears about
daycare was the thought of leaving
her child with strangers. But, his
present day care school has
reassured her by its loving care
and concern lor the kids.
Glenn complained o! finding her
child dirty or bleeding with small
cuts when she le ft him with private
sitters. "Some babysitters are
good. But I have yet to lind one,"
she said.
Glenn would like the idea of having a day care at her college when
her son Aaron was younger. " I
could just have taken him to school
with me or i! I was working lor a,
company that provided day care, I
could have saved time and
transporta tion costs," said Glenn.
Aaron is obviously to old now lor
this type of child ca re because he's
in the lirst grade and must attend

elementary school. But Glenn
wished she had these ootlons
before when he attended headstart
programs and kindergarten.
The cuts in childcare will ellect
the Glenn's tremendously. Her son
will have to come home !rom
school alone to an empty house.
Miss Glenn fears for her son's safety despite the fact that his school is
a two or three block walk from
their apartment. "Right now I'm
hoping to find a mom In my
building who has a child going to
Aaron's school. Then we can take
turns picking-up each others kid,"
she said. Beyond this consideration, Miss Glenn doesn't know what
else she can do.
Myrna Daley, Columbia College
student and Unit Secretary at the
University of Chicago says, she
has problems finding outside
chlldcare for her small 13 month
baby girl, Kamilah. Her mother
keeps Kamilah while she works in
the day and attends classes.
" Hopefully a mother has a mother
or a relative to assist her in keeping the child . II not, she will lind
· that private childcare is hard to
find, " Daley said.
There have been times when
Myrna Daley couldn't
attend
classes or was late for her job
because of unreliable babysitters.
She has even dropped out of
classes. "Basically school is not
bad. Some mothers try to get
classes one or two days a week so
they can have time for their kids
and possibly their jobs," she said.
Despite Myrna Daley working in
a childrens hospital, her job does
not oller child care for it's
employees. " Its not fair. Jobs
should offer childcare and Universities also," said Daley.
Daley believes college is different today. Older people with
kids are enrolled now . " You need
facilities at schools and jobs," said
Daley.
Daley refered to an article in the
Sun-Times about day care centers.
" Kids acquire colds and other
diseases. The government requires
that a professional person operate
d ay car e centers , but not
necessarily a childcare professional," said Daley.
Once Daley's babysitter got sick
and went to the doctor the morning
she was to drop her child oil before
going to work. Daley usually drops
the child off at 7:30 a.m. and arrives at her job that starts at 8 : 00
a.m. Since the sitter had gone to
the hospital that morning but failed to contact Daley, she found no
one at home when she arrived to
the sitters house. Daley ended up
taking the baby to work with her.
" My boss understood and kept her
In her office all day. I was just
lucky that the boss was understanding," said Daley.

A father entering the St. VIncent De Paul Day Care Center escorted by his
chtld.
Photo by Alexander Taylor
The reductions in childcare
won't directly effect Myrna Daley
because she has a private babysitter. " I can understand how It will
ellect welfare mothers and workIng people who have their kids in
government run day care facilities," she said.
Myrna Daley feels that parents
don't have much of a choice for
chlldcare. She wishes there were
wme backup system for a crisis
like the states reduction in chtldcare. "It's really unproductive for
business and school when parents
have to take days off because they
can't get childcare," said Daley.
Cheryl Sharifh attends Prairie
State College and works for a Venture Department store. She has a
three year old son and is expecting
her second child in August 1983.
"Nursery school Is kind of expensive for me and my husband. I
therefore spend a lot of time with
my son Jeremy. If he's not with me
or my husband, he's with our
relatives," said Mrs. Sharlfh.
After Sharifh has her second
child, she will place Jeremy in a
nursery school. " Jeremy will go to
a nursery school part-time because
or the expense," Mrs. Sharifh said.
Finding day care lor Jeremy
isn't that dif!icult in the south
suburbs.
Childcare hasn't negatively effected the Sharifh's jobs because
her husband and her make sure
Jeremy has someone to care for
him ahead of time. " His lather
does much of the child sitting," she
said.
Mrs. Sharifh is concerned that
her child receives the proper care
and personal attention. She also is
extremely concerned lor his safety
because Jeremy is a child model
and must be very careful not to

scar his face or body. This Is why
she prefers a smaller day care
facility.
Sharlfh has had private bab)(llltters but wasn't pleased with the
way some handled her son. "One
girlfriend used to babysit Jeremy
when he was only months old. I had
to switch because I sometimes felt
or wondered If the sitter was giving
him the proper care or whether he
was In the right environment. I
was extremely nervous," Sharlfh
said.
·
Once a sitter gave Mrs. Sharlfh's
son beer because the sitter gave
her own child beer regularly. The
babysitter felt that It was good
enough for her live month old, It
would be good enough for Mrs.
Sharlfh's son.
Another sitter of Mrs. Sharifh's
was paid extra because she went
out of her way to care for Jeremy
and also gave him extra attention.
Cheryl Sharifh Is fortunate
enough to have chtldcare facilities
at Prairie State College where she
studies business. But she doesn't
like It because it's overcrowded. "I
don't want to drop my kid off In the
crowd," said Sharlfh.
Mrs. Sharifh's husband Is laid
off, so he Is taking care of Jeremy
when she can't. The reductions In
childcare won't ellect the Sharlfh's
now. But Jeremy will soon be going
to Alice-In-Wonderland in Richton
Park, Illinois, she Is sure this
reduction will cause the cost of
chlldcare to rise. Alice-InWonderland already charges $104
per month which includes lunch,
and a five-day week for five hours
pet day, accordlngtotheSharifh's. Mrs. Sharlfh feels that the victims of these reductions are not so
much the parents, b',!,t the poor little baby or kid who can burn In an
empty apartment building alone.

Future Women Assn. growing rapidly
By Jody Oesterreicher
The National Association or
Future Women wants to help you
discover your !uti potential. The
N.A.F.W. is a service organization
open to women !rom every sector
of the economy . Members range
!rom homemakers to corporate executives .
" We are a professional and personal growth organization," said
the president of the N.A.F .W. 's
Loop chapter, Bernadette " Bernie" Young. In just two years the
N.A.F .W. has evolved !rom an
isolated women's workshop to a
nation al organization with 18
chapters and a steadily Increasing
membership.
The " Future Women" workshops are held several times each
year i n cities across the country . A

$60.00 workshop fee Incl udes a
comprehensive workhook , refreshments. workshop. a nd optional
Coordinator <:crlification Scsslpn.
'l'he Coordinator Certi!lcation

Session component of the one-day
workshop quall!les participating
women to conduct the workshop.
" It's an actual business opportunity using the seminar as the product, " said Young, who Is the
president o! the N.A .F.W.'s Loop
chapter , and workshop coordinator.
The women are eligible to
preside over an N. A.F. W. chapter
once they have been certi!led as a
worhshop coordina tor. "A third of
the money Young earns giving
workshops goes to the N.A.F.W.
Unlike such groups as the National Organization lor Women and
the National Women's Christian
Temperance Union, the N.A.F .W.
Is neither a politica l or religious
organization . Also, unlike many
other women's group s, the
N.A.F.W. Is a business and not a
charity .
Young makes no apologies lor
the N.A.F. W. 's c ommerc ia l
aKpects. She said there was a need

lor a secular womens' organization
without political alignments.
Young said , " there are several
organizations lor working women
such as Women in Management
and the Nationa l Association of
Women Business Owners, but that
there were no organizations open
to all women before the N.A.F .W.
was established." That's what
makes us unique.
The N.A.F .W. handbook stated
membership Is open to any woman
who a spires persona l ca reer
growth , with the purpose or
developing a high level knowledge,
personal competency and sel.lcon!ldence.
A $25.00 annua l membership lee
provides lor a monthly news letter,
an N.A.F.W. directory in which
members and their personal and.
professional contacts a re listed·
a nd a n opportunity to attend:
monthly meetings lor an additional
$14.00 each. Nonm10mbers p_
ay
$18.00.

The meetings are held second
Tuesday or each month ; it features
networking, a workshop a nd mentor speaker, along with cocktails
and dinner.
Amongst well-known mentor
speakers !rom the past N.A.F.W.
meetings are, Mary Ann Childers,
Rosemary Gulley from A.B.C.
News, Carol Klelnmpn, feature
writer lor the Chicago Tribune.
Dr . M a rtha Friedman ,
psychotherapist and author of
"Overcoming your Fear of Success," Is scheduled to speak at the
May meeting at the Radisson
Chicago Hotel.
Networking Is another valuable
resource the N.A.F .W. provides
members . At least 45 minutes or
every monthly meeting Is set aside
for networking. Networking covet's
a wide range of activities Involving
the exchange of Information between members, and outside partl~lpanJs. "It. can be struc~ured or
unstructured, formal or Informal.

It's all a matter of making connections," said Young. A successful
networking encounter may entail
one member !lndlng another
member to play raquetball with on
the weekends.
The young graphic designer who
created the current N.A.F .W. logo,
got her !lrst job In the design field
through a contact she made at an
N.A.F .W. meeting. N.A.F.W.
member Edwldge Jnah, owner of
Claudia Jnah Design, who was Impressed by the young designer's
work, offered her a job on the spot.
The two women are still working
together at N.A.F .W. as cochairwomen of the Communications Committee.
The N.A.F .W.'s networking .ervlce can be particularly u.eful to
college students. " It gives them an
edge, It gives them that personal
contact that can lead to .a job,"
said Young.
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Battered women see hope
By Forbes Porter
She had a black eye and a bruised face. How did it happen? The
woman said she walked into a door
but the door was her husband or
boyfriend.
FBI statistics show a woman is
beaten every 18 seconds. A study in
the Cook County Jail s howed 40%
of the women held for murdering
their husbands or boyfriends were
repeatedly beaten by them .
Men are victims of domestic
violence, but "75% of violence between family members was that of
husbands against wives, while I%
was that of wives against
husbands."
This is not a phenomena isolated
to the poor and the uneducated.
The victims of abuse are from
every social, economic, and educational background. The abuser can
be a doctor, a lawyer, or an
unemployed person.
What kind of person physically
abuses a woman? Clinical data
suggests that a major characteristic of an abuser is at times
self-deceptive. The abuser blames
other people for his/her faults. this
self-deception evolves into a life
long pattern in which the abuser
does not blame himself but blames
the victim . The victim is the main
source of gratification for the
abuser's violence and for the
abuser's self-deteption.
As the abuse progresses, the victim modifies her behavior to
minimize further violence. Some
victims even blame themselves
thinking they provoked the
behavior.
The irony of this Is that as long as
the victim blames herself the
abuser will continue beating her .
The violence gets worse. Some
women will s tay In this situation
because of children. The irony is
children exposed to an abusive
situation can themselves become
adult abusers. The more Immediate affect is children become
withdrawn or do poorly In school.
Domestic violence is Increasing.
It poses a serious threat to the
family structure, and In Illinois the
General Assembly Is doing
something about it. Until March I,
1982 there weren't many places for
an abused woman to receive
sbelter or support. Not there is the

Illinois Domestic Violence Act.
The Act recognizes " that victims
of domestic violence are often
emotionally and financially dependent on their abuser and are
therefore unable to appropriately
protect themselves 'from violence." To eliminate the finanelal
dependence, a victim who does not
have the money to start legal proceedings can make an addidavlt
stating that she does not have
funds.
The Act provides shelter, and
judicial support and also requires
law enforcement officers "to provide immediate, effective assistance and protection of victims of
domestic violence."
An important feature of the Act
is that the victim can get an "order
of protection" . Now married
women and women living with a
man can get this protection. Also a
person can get an order on behalf
of.a minor child or a mentally or
physically handicapped person.
To get an order of protection the
court must find that there has been
abuse . Where an individual
strikes, threatens, harasses. or lnterferes with the personal liberty
of any family or household
member, the court will issue an
order of protection.
The order can last for one year
and be extended if necessary. In
some Instances where the abuser
violates the order by continuing to
threaten attack of the victim, the
abuser can be jailed up to one year.
Highlights of the order of protection:
L Refrains the abuser from
physically attacking or threatenIng the victim. •
2. Gives the victim exclusive
possession of the residence or
household.
3. Requires the abuser to provide
temporary support, to the victim .
4. Requires the abuser to pay for
medical expenses, moving expenses, and any damages the victim suffered as a direct result of
abuse.
An important feature of the the
order, allows the court to require
the abuser to undergo counseling
for a definite period of time with a
psychiatrist or any other agency or
Individual who provides counseling
such as a M>Cial worker or clinical

psychologist.
With the Act, a little over a year
old, the courts have issued over
2600 orders of protection.
A common problem with victims
of domestic violence is the victim
feels she must accept abuse
because there is no place to go.
Sometimes the victim is "in crisis"
where the victim has just been
beaten and must leave immediately. But where does she go?
Shelter space is scarce, and if
there were more space, women
would leave sooner. ln 1980 there
was only one shelter in Chicago
which provided housing for 25
women. A second shelter with 50
beds opened and was fil led immediately.
Temporary residential shelters
for women and children are provided in the Domestic Violence
Shelters Act. Funding for the
Shelters are received from fees
paid for marriage licenses and filings in marriage dissolutions.
The dollars of the marriage
license fee and five dollars of the
marriage dissolut 1on fees are
deposited in the Domestic Violence
Shelter and Service Fund.
However, the constitutionality or
these fees are being challenged. To
compensate, many private organizations have residential shelters.
One such shelter. The Greenhouse. is operated by the Chicago
Abused Women Coalition with a
staff of advocates to assist women.
The coalition has a 24 hour hotiine
for domestic victims to call at
- 278-4566.

According to the Executive
Director of The Greenhouse, Candace Davis, women and children
live at the shelter from three
weeks to a month. The shelter 's
capacity is ten women and fi fteen
children.
Some of the women at The
Greenhouse are. referred to the
facility by social service organizations s uch as the YWCA. Others
are brought to the facility by the
police or the Department of
Human Services.
The atmosphere at The Greenhouse is warm and relaxed which
encourages the self-help approach
of getting women back into the
mainstream. Advocates interview

the women to set up goals for them
to achieve while living at the
shelter. Davis reels this is an incentive for the women.
The children at the s helter range
from infants to school age. Activities for them are developed by
a child program co-ordinator.
The day to day operations s uch
as cleaning and providing meals
are done by the women. Cleaning
duties a re shared among the
residents and dinner meals are
served family style.
Other shelters located in Chicago
are the Rainbow House operated
together by Southwest Women
Working Together and Mujeres
Latinas en Accion' and Family
Rescue, run by an organization of

the same name. The Department
of Human Services also provides
shelters .
Victims of domestic violence
have a legal weapon which did not
exist until last year, however
many stereotypes still exist.
In some cases, little Is done to
the abuser because the police officer and abuser are men. Karen
Harlander , Supervisor of Intake
for the Women's Services Department of the Loop YWCA feels
domestic violence victims a re in a
potentially life threatening situation which police officers and the
courts should be more responsive.
Miss Harlander counsels victims
and makes referrals to shelters or
to the States' attorney's office for

prosecution.
According to Miss Harlander.
male police officers are reluctant
to arrest the abusers. especially if
there are no signs or bruises on the
victim . Also, once a victim prosecutes the abuser , too many continuances are given. and in some in-

stances these delays have res ulted
in charges being dismissed.
Another organization concerned
with police response to domestic
violence is the C hicago
Metropolitan Battered Women's
Network. The network is a coalition of 50 organizations formed to
improve services to victims of
domestic violence.
The Network, though , recognizing improvement in poli ce
response has fou nd that "overall
response or police has been grossly
inadequate."
When a police officer responds to
a domestic violence call. the officer can make an arrest without
an arrest warrant and must make
a written police report or the incident. The police officer has other
responsibilities includi ng providing the victim with transportation to safety or. to a hospital for
medical treatment. or to accompany the victim to get personal
belongings.
The Network has round that
police officers are not passing out
victim rights sheets as mandated
by the Act. The victim rights
sheets written in Spanish and
english, advise the victim or these
rights, and also the police officer's
name and badge number, as well
as a referral to a social service
agency.
As a possible solution to handling
domestic violence cases, the Network is advocating a centralized
domestic violence court. The court
under the Illinois Dom estic
Violence Act and would provide
suppor tive services including
transportation and child care.
With new laws and organizations
observing how victims are treated,
maybe there will be a change.
However, Karen Harlander feels
there must be a change in attitude
because, "men have the attitude
that women are property and men
can do whatever they like In marriage to a women."

College draft law barred
In a decision, that will please officials of Columbia College and
other colleges nationwide, a
federal judge In Minnesota has
barred the U.S. Department of
Education from enforcing a la w
that denies federal financial aid to
students not rej!lstered for the
draft.
Judge Donald Alsop ruled on
March 10 that the law was "likely"
to violate students constitutional
rights against self-incrimination,
and issued a preliminary Injunction that will delay the law's July I
implementation.
"Enforcement of a law likely to
be round unconstitutional is not in
the public interest," Alsop said.
However, he doesn't want his opinion to encourage s tudents to
evade the draft.
"On the contrary. This court is
firmly of the opinion that those persons subject to the draft registra tion law owe their country a legal
duty to comply with the law in all
respect."
The taw In question was signed
on September 8, !982 by President
Reagan and requires male
s tudents applying for tuition aid to
disclose whe ther t hey bave
registered for the draft, and denies
them federal financial assistance
U they have not regiStered.
After the law was passed, the
Education Department announced
rules for . curylllg It • out. Jast
')

lJ ~ ..

..

j. ('

January. The rules were to take ef- fairly forces the schools r ather financial aid eligibility as of June
fect In May and were to have ap- than the Selective Service or the 30, 1983.
" We condemn such a policy for
plied to student loans for the 1983- Department of Education to police
84 school year. The law applies to draft registration. The also cla im the follow ing reasons:
"I) The Integrity of colleges a nd
male s tudents born In 1960 and tha t verifying whether studenis
have regis tered for the draft will universities In relationsh ip to their
a fter.
create
massive
backlogs
of
paper1be regulations called for the
students is seriously placed in
nation's colleges and universities work and will require the hiring of jeopardy when they are called
upon to enforce rules and regulato enforce the law by verifying new financial aid personnel.
Columbia College officials have tions or the federal government
whether the s tud en t s had
registered for the draft before taken a firm s tand against the pro- which are political In nature and
releasing financial aid checks. posed law. The Academic Planning whose substance falls more proEacb s tudent would have to pro- Council , an advisory group to the perly In the province or courts or
duce a copy of a letter from the dean of the college, has launched a law. The purpose of any institution
Selective Service as proof that he . campaign throughout the Chicago of higher education is to educate
area to register protest and opposi- and not to serve as an agent of the
bad registered.
While not all of the nation's 3,200 tion to the law.
federa l government.
The Council developed a state'colleges and universities are op"2) This policy punishes students
posed to the law, much of the ment of opposition <below) and has without a court or law having found
higher education community, In- sent it to Chicago metropolitan them guilty or violating the draft
cluding officials of Columbia Col- area colleges and universities, as registration law. The act further
lege, have expressed their outrage well as President Reagan, Illinois' discriminates against men from
Senators, congressmen and the low Income families in special
and opposition.
Several schools, Including Har- Secretary of the Department of need or fin ancial aid to further
vard, Yale and Dartmouth, have Education.
their education.
The statement read as follows :
promised to make available fund
" We urge you to join us in mak" We, the undersigned, members ing your views on this subject
for draft resisters who stand to lose
of the Academic Planning Council known to the U.S. Department or
their financial aid.
Many more argue that the rule of Columbia College, do call upon Education, your representatives in
will violate s tudents' civil rights, those Institutions of higher educa- the U.S. Senate and the House of
and also claim that the law tion In the Chicago Metropolitan Representatives, the President or
amounts· to sex d iscrim ination area to join with us in voicing the Unites States, and to the
because it only affects male STRONG CONDEMNATION of the general public via the use of local
U.S. Department of Education's and national media, and to give fu ll
students.
1be most frequent objection recent ruling, namely that any support or the bill <S 122) Introduccollege
or university student who ed by Senator David Durenburger
from college leaders-Including
many who agree that Washington has not registered fo~ the draft or <R., Minnesota ) which would
bas the right to deny federal aid to who Is unable to furnish proof of repeal the law denying aid to
draft evaders-is that ·the law un- such registration be cut off from nonreglstrants."
I ' •'
•,
I"
•
.,.,
A · r , J .1

1•• , .. ,-,..,,,, ,t ' ' J' , 1 ,,;',~~·..n .l

'• .

Signed by : Daryle Feldmeir,
journalism cha irperson ; Fred
Fine, Arts, E ntertainment and
Media Management chairperson;
Albert Gall, administrative dean;
Paul Hoover, writing/ English
department; Anthony Leob, film
chairperson; James Martin, film
department ; Shirley Mordine,
dance chairperson ; AI Parker,
Radio Chairper son; Sheldon
Patinkin, theater / music chairperson; Michael Rabiger, film depart·
ment ; Dr. Lya Dym Rosenblum.
dean of the college; John Schultz.
writing/ English chairper son ;
Bruce Shuster. television department; Louis Silverstein. liberal
education chairperson ; Lyn n
Sloan-Theodore, photography
department. and John Tarini.
advert ising chairperson.
The ruling against the law was
the third blow to the draft program . A federal judge in Los
Angeles ruled that the government
engaged in selective prosecution in
a case against David Wayte. a
judge in Iowa held that Russell
Martin had no continuing duty to
register beyond an initial slgnup
period.
The Reagan administration announced in January that it was appealing the previous two adverse
rulings that could place the draft
slgnup program in jeopardy, and is
expected to appeal Judge Alsop's
rull,ng In t_he nea~ f~~ure..
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55th ACADEMY
JEFFREY LYONS
CRITIC FOR WTTW'S "SNEAK PREVIEWS" OSCAR PREDICTIONS

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS ...... Glenn Close-"World According to Garp"
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR ...... Lou Gossett Jr .-"Officer and a Gentleman"
BEST DIRECTOR ............. . ... .. ..... Richard Attenborough-"Gandhi"
BEST ACTRESS ......... . ........... .. . .. Meryl Streep-" Sophie's Choice"
BEST ACTOR ........ . ................ . .. . .. . ... Ben Kingsley-"Gandhi"
BEST PICTURE .. . ............. . ........... . ..... . ... . .. . .. .. "Gandhi"

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
"E.T." DIRECTOR STEVEN SPIELBERG

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES
DUSTIN HOFFMAN IN " TOOTSIE "

Nominess in the Six

MAJOR CATEGORIES
&a;T SUPPORnNG ACTOR
Charles Duming-"Best Little Whorehouse in Texas"
Lou Gossett Jr .--Officer and a Gentleman"
John LiJ:hgow-..The W orld According to Garp"
James Mason-"1"he Verdict"

COLUMBIA CHRI

Robert Preston-"VIctor/VIctorla"
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
Jessica lange-"Tootsle"
Glenn Close-''The World According to Gorp"
TmGorr-"Tootsie"

PICKSTHEV
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR ....... . . . . .. .. .. . ..

Kim Stanley-"Frances ~armer"
Le:sle:y Anne Warren-·'\lk:tor/Vk:toria"

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

BEST DIRECTOR
WoKgeng Pete rsen-" Dos Boot"
Steven Spielberg·"E.T ."
Sidney Lumet-"The Verdict'"
Sydney Pollock-"Tootsle··
Richard Attenborough-"Gandhi"
BEST ACTRESS

BEST DIRECTOR ... . . . ... . ... . .... . . .,. .. .... · · ·
BEST PICTURE . . . .. . ... . ........ ... .. ..... : .. ·

Jessica Lange-"Frances Farmer"

BEST ACTRESS .... . ....... .. ......... .. ... . .. ·

Sissy Spacek· " Missing"
Julie Andrews-"VIctor/Victorla"
Meryl Streep-"Sophie's Choice"

BEST ACTOR ....... . ... . ... . .... . ........ . . .. ·

Debra Winger-..Offk:er and a Genlleman"

BEST ACTOR
Jack Lemm on -..M lssing"
Paul Newman-"The Verdict"
Peter Oloole-"My Favorite Year"
Duslln Hoffman-"Tootsle "
Ben Klngsley-"Gandhl"

BEST PICTURE
"E T ..

"GANDH I"
"MISSING"
"TOOTSIE"
"THE VERDICT"

PHOTO COURTESY OF
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS
MERYL STREEP IN
"SOPHIE'S CHOICE"

SPECIAL NOTE:
OUR WARMEST GRATITUDE AND SPECIAL THANKS TO
FOR WTTW 'S " SNEAK PREVIEWS. " THEY NOT ONLY PR
BUT THEY ALSO PROVE THAT THEY ARE SINCERE, CARl
FOR THE HELP JEFF AND NEAL. " AT THE MOVIES" CAl'
COMMENT ON THEIR OWN PREDICTIONS.
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AWARD PREDICTIONS
NEAL GABLER
CRITIC FOR WTTW'S "SNEAK PREVIEWS" OSCAR PREDICTIONS

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS ... .. . . ......... .. . J essica Lange-"Tootsie"
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR .... . . Lou Gossett Jr.-"Officer and a Gentleman"
BEST DIRECTOR .. .... .... .... . ...... . . . Richard Attenborough-"Gandhi"
BEST ACTRESS .... . .. . . . ........ . .. . .... Meryl Streep-"Sophie's Choice"
BEST ACTOR ........ .... ....... . ...... . ........ Ben Kingsley-"Gandhi"
BEST PICTURE .... . . .. .... . .... . ........................ . ... "Gandhi"

PHOTO COURTESY OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES
CHARLES DURNING IN
"TOOTSIE"

PHOTO COURTESY OF
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
PAUL NEWMAN IN
" THE VERDICT"

PHOTO COURTESY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES
" GANDHI" CREW PICTURE

THIS YEAR'S SHOW
ERS
.... Louis Gossett-"Officer and a Gentleman"
. . . ... .... .. . .... . Jessica Lange-"Tootsie"

PHOTO COURTESY OF
COLUMBIA PICTURES
"GANDHI" DIRECTOR
RICHARD ATIENBOROUGH

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steven Spielberg-"E.T."
. . . ... . ...... . ... . . .. ........ . .. .. "E.T .n

· . .... .. .. . . Meryl Streep-"Sophie's Choice"

.

.

· · .. .. .... . . .. ... Dustin Hoffman-"Tootsie"

•

LYONS AND NEAL GABLER, THE CRITICS
THEY ARE TOP-NOTCH PROFESSIONALS,
WCltND,ERIFI L FRIENDS. LOADS OF THANKS
SISKEL AND ROGER EBERT REFUSED TO

RTESYOF
COLUMBIA PICTURES
" DAS BOOT" DIRECTOR
WOLFGANG PETERSON

THE 55th annual award show will be telecasted by ABC on
Aprilll . JOHNNY CARSON, the King of late night television,
decided not to host this year's show, so four hosts have been
picked to replace the comedian. S lated to appear are LIZA
MINNELLI, DUDLEY MOORE and RICHARD PRYOR and
WALTERMATIHAU.
MICKEY ROONEY has been named recipient of a special
Oscar In lieu of his 50 years In entertainment.
JESSICA LANGE has made Oscar history. The 33-year-old
actress has become the o nly actress in four decades to be
nominated as both best actress and best supporting actress .
Other actresses to have this honor are FAY BAINTER who was
nominated in 1938 for best supporting actress in "J ezebel" and
then best actress for "White Banners." In 1942 TERESA
WRIGHT was no minated for best actress in "Pride of the
Yankees" and then best supporting actress for "Mrs. Miniver."
incidentally, both stars won the best supporting actress award .
"Gandhi" received 11 nominations, "Tootsie" captured 10
nominations and "E.T ." received nine nominations.
PAUL NEWMAN has received ·his sixth Oscar nomination.
In all those times, he has never won. Will he now?
The winners are decided by the 3, 900 academy members.
Included in the academy are actors, actresses, directors, etc.
Through the voting system. actors vote only for the actors
nominated, the actresses vote only for the nominated actresses, ·directors vote o nly for directors and the like.
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What is your reaction to Mayor Byrne's.
decision to run as a write-in candidate?
' 7'

Vinceni Shockley
Theater

Brian Popper
Advertising

Carla Jones
Jouralism

" By doing that, she's definitely giving the
win to Washington ... "

"It's so petty of her not to support
Washington after she lost in the primary."

Larry Ruich
Photography

Sven Herman
Film

JoAnn Amato
Television

"She's very foolish, and she can't possibly
get the support she needs ... Bye, Bye,
Byrne!"

"Very sneaky of her, but she could pull It
off."

" She should have taken her campaign
money and ran with it."

John Woods
Film
"She must be afraid of losing her power
and can't accept she's lost."

Diedra Oatis
Music

Lori Nicolai
AEMP

Samuel Smith
AEMP
" She voided her word!"

By Alexander Taylor

" It's ridiculous and It won't work."

.

.'
1

:-;,.,

. ~-

~'---~-

_.. _
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,

t:t
•
'Iii

Debby Poag
AEMP
" I' m happy, she's got nothing to 10110 and
·Chicago need• help.' '

Samuel Weiner
AEMP

Glenn Brown
Broadcasting
" lt'a o.k . I 11\M!M. 1 just wlah all three ol

"There's a possibility that she could win,
but the whole thi!JII Ia pretty rldi~!JIS'P•'' •' ~t';..Lht'm ·~ }~.k:" .~ •••:.1'·~

1

r;,

.

" It's her business if she wants to run, but
she won 't succeed."

"She's going to win for sure, I think."

Rosalind Baker
Advertising
"It waa very tacky!"

• I'Ct'• , • '· , •,

, '
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CLASSIFIED$
Chi cago H is torical Proje c t
presents - Neighborhood Artists
Showcase.
Exhibiting the wor ks of l ocal artists and their interpretations of
life · In South Chicago. the East
Si d e , Sou t h D eeri n g and
Hegewl sch , through Paintings.
Sculpture and Photographs.
Opening Sunday. March 27, 1983 1 to 3 p .m . through May 6, 1983.
Public Invited - Hrs. Mon.. thru
Fri., 9 to 5 p .m .
Southeast Chicago Historica l
Project, 9138 South Commerci al .
Chicago, Illinois 60017. Telephone

(312) 374-8113.

Wanted : Drummer woth humor ous
sty le for band with unusually
" packaged" materi al. Far West
suburbs. Dan 653-7676 eves.

To the girl in my Fundamental s of
Communications class, Tuesday I
Thursday, Why don't you ever stay
i n one place so somebody can get to
know you a little better ? " Me"

For loving home : two fem ale,
spayed, declawed adult <5 y rs. old l
:ats. Black and white stripes and
grey, and brown and white. Affectionate and well-behaved. See L .S.
inRm715.

On April 6, from 6 to 8 PM the
Museum of Contempor ary Ar t will
host a spec ial event . "U niversit y
Night:" Admission is one doll ar.
Take advantage of this opportunity
to tour the Museum and listen to
l ive m usic . I nfor mation 280-2672.
News writers wanted : Call M ulti- Refr eshments will be served.
media Cablevision 636-9022 ask for
Joan .
Columbia College's Southeast

QUAGMEYER
BY &\RY CARLSON -

CHRIS ECI-<ER

FREE

AC ROSS
I. SolDO
4. Penoa from !kiUDIIrk
1. IUIIds of car (obbr.)
11. Soutbml coootdlalloa
13. Reed laslramoal
14. Layer
15. Go lo bod
17. Flak
19. AI
lO. PiaPoa
11. Mole roforonco
11. Slll<b
13. Soookor
15. Expraoloa of surprise
l6.
17. OwD (Scol.)
ll. lloD
19. Ulldor
31. Fen
33. Wory
35. Symbol for r..tlum
36. Lure

AD
SPACE!
in the
COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
CLASSIFIEDS

Lao••

FOR STUDENTS ·ar
FACULTY OF
COLUMBIA COLLEGE

31. Coa
39. SkiU.I
40. To
41. Nolle
41. Wolo
43. Ralo
45. MIUiary <ommoad
(obbr.)
46. Pul
47. Eloo

Person.ls. ilems fOf' sale.
,apartments for rent o r wAnted,
help wanted. etc .

DROP O FF ADS IN ROOM 621

41. Fn

49. Coudloa provla<e
51. Tum

54. 7Jp
56. Appoadqo
57. Vorl••
51. Gordon
59. Look

DOWN
I.
l.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.

Awoy
lloforo (Pooll<)
Sborl<><k' • frio ad
Bool
Praldoallol akkDOIIIO
Noy
Seery
FoU moa~ (obbr.)
9. llobold

10. Fn&ll
11. Puc away
16. Followor (ouf.)
11. Mornlaa
ll. Bollova dlfforonllboa
tbun:h
11. Sua

13. Ropllod
l4. Coatool

15. Fbb
l6. 0ol
ll. lalol
19. Brood

30. Spokoa
31.
33.
34.
37.

Need
Bod
Don ol
Squok
39. AJ ..
41. Rumbo
41. Dompoa
43. Oro . ...
44. Dry
45. Nolo on muokol KOio
46. Gun
41. Snooky
49. Poem
50. Smell
51. Eoa
53. Publl~ aaaouncemeat
55. 0nrd-

By Scott Sac kett

----------CONTEST---------C0LUM81AC0lLlC£ STUQ(NTS PICK Ti ll OSCAk WINNUIS
Now, here ts your ctwnce Columbt.t StU<knu to v01:e lor who you thtnlo. wtlt won on I~ it• m<I)Of
U lejOfin fOf the SSth A<~my Aw<~td\
lust fill out tht- foffn bc!'low •nd rf1um to tht- Chron•clf'f)ff'i~ room ·621 by MARC H l l "
The studefooc whocOfrKtly ptclu the wtnnt"fs •n thor s•• m•tor c•teamlf' w•ll rf1.f'IVf' ••''' cf'rt•f~<:•te whiCh

will be &nnounced .It •l.tn d•te
lnthe ewnt of • tte, the""''""" wtll bto dKtdt'd by • dr•w•nt·
llw w onM't' will be M~nounced '"the Apultu~ ol dw- Chrontcle
R~~· All ~Uob musl be 1nbyMMchJlM
Good lucid
cuton~dottedliM

NAML---------------------AOOIU SS--- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - --

MAIOR
:-;coo:=========
HOMt PUQN (

Write your choke fOf tM wmnt-n below U~ the rwnwt ltstt'd for tht- Pf09r' C.alqof)' in eM cefflH '9ff'old .
kst Suppottina Actor
~ Supportif\a ACUftl
!ftC OfrKIOf

.... "".
.... """"
.........
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By Jolene Jones
HI there! Hope your St.
Patrick's Day was out of this
world! Too bad It comes •mly
once a year.
Well, lets get down to some
"blz"ness....
ABC may still be smiling
over Its sel"les "Winds of War"
and Its ratings victory, but
CBS must. be jumping w1th joy
and screaming with dellilht.
CBS's "M•A•S•H" e.1ded Its
long r'un with a two and a half
hour special Feb. 28. This
historic event received a 60.3
rating a nd captured a 77 percent of the audience.
Only seven rating points
behind was another CBS show.
Yes, the "Who shot J .R . ?"
episode of " Dallas" not only
caused a stir In the ratings
war but caused an uproar In
England.
The 4077 M•A •s•H• unit has
packed up their belongings
and left the air waves or so we
thought.

There Is talk of a-sequel to
the hit comedy series tentatively call "Alter M•A •s•H ·'
and will star JAMIE FARR,
HARRY MORGAN and
WILLIAM CHRISTOPHER.
CBS bigwigs are hoping to air
the half hour comedy show
this fall.
But let's face lt. M• A•s •H.
unfortunately, has gone to
rerun heaven.
So, to the 4017 M• A•s•H unit
- "So long, good-bye and
farewell."
In other entertai nment
news, SIR RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH, director of "Gandhi" has received the 1982
Best Motion Picture Director
award from the Directors
Guild of Amer/ca ...ALAN
ALDA also won an award, his
third, from the Guild. Aida
received his award for his
direction of " If There' s A Will
There' s A Way" episode of
M•A•S•H.
RICHARD PRYOR, co-star
of "The Toy", Is about to sign

an exclusive contract with
Columbia Pictures In the next
few weeks. According to Columbia, the deal Is not yet
fin alized but will be announced at a later date.
Hollywood is in an uproar
over a new book. It Is being
hailed as the " MOMMIE
DEAREST" of the year. The
book in question Is " GOING
MY OWN WAY" by 49-year
old GARY CROSBY.
If the last name sounds
familiar, It should. He's the
son of one of the most famous
singers of all-time BING
CROSBY. Gary in his book,
says that his father used to
beat him dally till he bled.
What a way to shatter the
memory of an American
legend. But, I guess it's good
to remember that there's
always two sides to every
story.
In other enterta inment
morsels ... ABC's hot daytlmt>
soap " General Hospital" Is
number one again dethroning
"All My Children."' Could It be
because TONY GEARY has
been on a 13 week vacation
from the show ? ... Good-bye to
TV critic GARY DEEB who
has decided to leave the SunTimes. He will be greatly
missed. Good luck Gary!
BACK ON THE ROAD
AGAIN, FRANK SINATRA is
proving once again that
CHICAGO is his " kind of
town. " Mr . Blue Eyes will be

appearing at Arie Crown
Theater May 4-7. Tickets are
$20-$35. Call 791-6000 for more
details.
ANTHONY QUINN is "Zorba" at Ar/e Crown Theater
March 22 - Aprll17. tickets are
S8-S23. Dial 791-6000 and don 't
miss your chance to see one of
Hollywood 's greatest stars.
If you would like to take a
nice drive, you can go up to
Holiday Star theater and see
some fine entertainment.. ..
JOHNNY CASH will be appearing March 18-20 and admission Is S12.95 ... March 25-26
are the dates for ROBERTA
FLACK and LOU RAWLS.
Tickets are only S14.95... Finally, the great Country &
Western group the STATLER
BROTHERS will be featured
on April 22-24 and admission is
S14.95...For more Information
on these performances call
734-7266.
Country & Western King

KENNY ROGERS and
CRYSTAL GAYLE comes to
the Rosemont Horizon April
15-16. Tickets are $12.56-$15
and can be obtained by calling
635-9800.

The CHICAGO CITY
BALLET dances Into our
hearts at the Auditorium
Theater April 13-24. Admission is $5-$25. For more details
call922-u34.
Down at Park West,
Chicagoans a re in for some
terrific e ntertalnment.. .On

March 23-24 . LAURIE
ANDERSON will be appearIng. Tickets are $12.50...singer
RANDY NEWMAN comes to
the nightclub March 25. '2\dmisslon is $12.50... GOLDEN
EARRING and SCANDAL Is
featured on March rr. Tickets
are $11.50 . . . WEATHER
REPORT noats Into town
April 1-2. Admission Is
S15... For more information on
these concerts call the
nightclub at 929-5959.
Country singer CHARLEY
PRIDE appears at the Paramount Arts Centre AprU 9.
Tickets are $15, $17, S20 and
can be obtained by calling
422-3535.

Finally, on the MOVIE
SCREEN this week we have a
new comedy " Trenchcoat"
with ROBERT HAYS and
MARGOT KIDDER, " The
King of Comedy " stars
JERRY LEWIS and ROBERT
DeNIRO, there' s JEREMY
IRONS and BEN KINGSLEY
co-starring In " Betrayal" ,
CHARLES BRONSON Is
featured In a thriller called
" 10 to Midnight" with ANDREW STEVENS, cuddly
DUDLEY MOORE Is In
"Lovesick" , heartthrob TOM
SELLECK stars In " High
Road to China", and "Tender
Mercies" ha s ROBERT
DUVALL.
Till we meet again .. .
THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT!

'Streamers' goes Broadway
By Beverly A. Perteet
Columbia College Theatre Music
Center moved its critically acclaimed production of David
Rabes "Streamers" to the New
Broadway Theatre.
The move was a result of the demand for tickets a nd the needed
room to make space for next
semester in the 11th Street
Theatre.
This marked the first time in
Chicago that a college-produced
production has moved into an offLoop theater space. The production was directed by the Steppen
Wolf Theatre, Terry Kinney, which
included Equity guest actors:
Gregorey Williams and Dennis
Farina, along with nine members
of the Columbia College Student
Ensemble.
Gregorey Williams Is a three-

time Joseph Jefferson Citation
Winner, who has directed and performed with many Chicago theater
companies. Dennis Farina is currently serving on the Chicago
police force. He recently played in
Steppen Wolf Theatre company
production of a " P r ayer For My
Daughter."
Streamers is set in a barrack and
takes place during the early days
of the Vietnam war. It portrays a
group of young soldiers and their
tragically intertwind destinations.
The play is a vivid tale of military
regimentation thrown into turmoil
by sexual and racial tension. It
opens up with a soldier trying to
commit suicide, who is immediately discharged because he just
couldn 't take the army anymore.
Then there's Rickie and Billy who

are constantly at one anothers
neck because Billy thinks that
Riehle is in love with him . Billy
lives in a fantasy world, Instead of
fighting the Vietnamese, he thinks
that they are going to be fighting
snowman and throwing snowballs
at one another. Richie Is the poor
little rich kid that doesn't have a
care in the world, and who is just
there for the fun of lt. Then there's
Roger the black soldier who
enlisted because being anywhere
bes ides home is ok with him. He Is
the backbone of the barrack, he
tries to relieve tension among the
other soldiers. Then there's the
black transit Carlyle who becomes
an alcoholic, homosexual and a
murderer . Und e r no cir cumstances does he feel that he
should be the one that has to fight
the war. As his frustrations build

up he wants to have sex with the
homosexual, Riehle. This becomes
impossible because Roger and Billy refuse to leave under any circumstances, which results In
Carlyle killing Billy · and Sgt.
Cokes. He stabs Billy several Urnes
and later stabs the Sargent to
death. Carlyle's mind goes blank
and he starts to talk out of his head.
After a massive hunt by the
military pollee he is finally captured.

treasures.
Unfortunately the play was suppose to run for six weeks but closed
out at the end of four. The short run
was a result of bad public relations
according to Steven Long. Take It
from me if PR had been just a little
better, It might have been stamped
"HELD OVER BY POPULAR DEMAND."

Riehle
M.P . Hinson
The performance of the cast was Carlyle
very professional. The suspense Billy
and tens ion could be fe lt Roger
throughout the entire play. The Sgt. Long
eyes of the audience were glued to Sgt. Cokes
the set. It could very well give Martin
M• A•s •H a run for its money. This Lieutenant
is one piece of art that Columbia P.F.C. Clark
should place among its many 4th M.P .

Scott Stuart
David Roth
Gregorey Williams
Norman Holly
Steven Long
VIto D'Ambrosio
Dennis Farina
Thorn Hochman
Christopher Brake
Richard Fullman
Walter Henderson

Marnet's 'Verdict' in Oscar race
By Ron Wojtecki
Winning an Oscar would truly be
an accomplishment that Chicago
Playwright David Marne! would
cherish forever . He has been
nominated in the best screenplay
category for the movie " The Verdict" .
Marne! will find out if he Is a winne r on April II , at the 55th
Academy Awards ce re mony in Los
Angeles.
The other nominees for best
screenplay adapted from a nother
medium a re : Wolfl(ang Petersen
for " Das Boot" ; Costa -Gavr as and
Donald Stewa rt lnr " Mi Ksing' ;
Alan G. Pakula for "Sophie's
Choice" and Blake ~: dwards lor
'' VIctor/ VIctoria' '.
The writing or " The Verd ict"
wa ~ a natural for Ma met, who con~ide rs himself a playwrll(ht fi rst,
~~<: recnwrl te r afterward .
" r grew up In a house full of
lawye rs My father is a lawyer , my
stepf!•thcr , my stepsiste r a nd stepbrother ", he said " I was much
closer to my lathe r 's practice Ire
practiced labor law and I was
brought up to hellevr vrry strongly

in the efficacy of a good lawyer" .
" The Verdict", which has five
Oscar nominations Including best
picture, is a film about a Boston
Lawyer, Fra nk Galvin, who faces
the most prestigious and powerful
law firm In Boston whose client is
the archdiocese. The case comes to
represent something much more
tha n just another lawsuit to
Galvin. He knows he has reached
rock bottom and realizes that his
life Is at a crossroads . He can
either lay down for the count or get
up a nd come out swinging. He
c hooses to fi ght. T he 111m
culminates in a gri ppi ng cou r l ·
rnom conrron l ~tion . " The Ver dict "
~t a rs Paul Newm an, Ch ur luth.•

ltarnplmg. .lac k Warde n a nd
.Jf.Jm cs Mason

Mamet had only one screenwriting credit prior to "The Verdi ct" ("The Postman Always
ltlngs Twice," star ring Jnc k
Nichoii!On), but hiHreputation as a
prolific playwril(ht ranks him at
the top of hiHprofession. " Beinl( a
pl aywr ight, then a sc reenwriter , Is
like a pai nte r who sculpts" , said
Ma rne!.

He was born in Chicago and attended Goddard College In Vermont. While a t Goddard, he founded the St. Nicholas Theatre Company with 15 friends. "We did plays
by me, Chekov and O'Neill, among
others" .
He Is one of the founders of the
Chicago-based Dlng!efest Theatre
Company, a group tha t specialized
in original s atirical revues, tourlnl(
colleges a nd universities throughout the country. Today, he is
associate a rtistit· direc tor of
anothe r Chicago-based theatre, the
Goodman. It is "One of the only
regional theatres that hasn't extorted a huge price from Its
playwrights", he said. Mamet's
works have attracted some of the
theatre wor ld 's fin est actors. AI
Paclno has recently completed his
third off-Broadway revival of
Mumet's "American Buffalo" .
An early play, "Lakefront" , was
recently given its firMt East Coast
production, by the Long Wharf
Theatre In New Haven, to wide
critical ncclalm . At the same time,
a production of tho play re-openod
In Chicago, brought back by

popular request.
" The-Woods" , another Chicagoborn play, has been given two major New York productions, the first
with Chris Sarandon and Christine
Lahti at the prestigious New York
Sha kespeare Festival where U!u
Grosba rd directed lt. Last spring,
Mamet himself directed a version
with the original Chicago cast,
featuring Peter Weller ("Shoot the
Moo n " ) and P a tti Lupon e
("Evita") .
" A Life in the Theatre" , which
also originated In Chicago, and
subsequently opened In New York,
has been telecast over PBS. Other
Mamet plays Include : "Walter
Engine", which was set in a
Depression-e r a radi o sta tion ;
"Sexual Perversity In Chicago" :
" Duck Variations" and "The Long
Canoe" .
Ma met was introduced to Director Sidney Lumet through Mnmct's
wife, actress Lindsay Crouse, who
is fealurod In the role of koy
witness Kaltlln Costello Prlco In
" The Verdict" and previously costarrod In Lumet's " P rince of the
City" . Lumet was familiar with

Mamet's theatre work from seeing
his friend Paclno In " American
Buffalo" . Lumet found It an extraordinary piece of work.
" Davy Is like a soup concentrate", said Lumet. "His writing Is
.so concentrated that the characters and emotions become four
times the size once you add aclors" .
Befor e the cameras started to
roll on " The Verdict", Lumet and
Mamet had already begun work on
a screenplay for " The Autobiography ol Malcolm X".
Mamet's personal Ideas are as
impassioned as his writings. When
there was a fight within the theatre
community recently over the ruing of two historic legitimate
theatres, the Morosco and the
Helen Hayes, to make room for a
modern hotel complex, Mamet
headed the campaign against lt.
Win or lose, David Mamet haa
made a n Impact on the film and
theatre Industry with exc.lletlt
playwriting a nd acreenwrltln&
abilities .
Chicago should be proud Ultlt ont
of their own has made IQOCI.
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Liza and Englebert
lighten up the Loop
By Jolene Jones
Dynamic. Explosive. Exciting.
That's Llza with a Z. Superstar
L1za Minnelll wowed them with her
concert March 5 at the Chicago
Theater during Loop Alive.
The Saturday two hour SRO concert was her second performance
after appearing that Friday, also
to a SRO crowd of fans. Llza has
been one of the Fest's headliners
for two years now, and the deinand
for her keeps growing and it's not
bard to see why.
The sultry singer not only showed her overpowering vocal ta lents
but showed her marvelous attempts at .comedy and her superb
dancing abl)lty as well. Frankly, I
was surprised. I never realized
that Llza could dance, and boy how
she can shimmy and shake.
Llza belted out some of her hits
Including "New York, New York,"
"City Lights," and "Maybe This
Time" to thunderous applause and
Shouts of wild approval.
, The mult i - million dollar
superstar, clad in a number of
strikingly beautiful costumes, six
to be exact got one of the biggest
responses when she sang
'\Caba r et. " Incidentally,
"Cabaret" Is the title of her 1972 hit
movie.
Llza Minelli is indeed a performer's, performer. She displays
a child-like innocence and yet she
possesses that certain gentle
wildness and mixes them into an
unbeatable charm that can knock
your socks off.
Llza Mlrinelll, brilliant Superstar, ~rtalnly Is a living legend.
Llza was only one of the topnotch performers appearing at
Loop Alive. On Sunday, March 6,
the Chicago Theater was in for a
night It would never forget.

, Women of all ages, teenyboppe r s, middl e - aged, se nior
citizens, piled into the historic
theater. There were wall to wall
women all hoping to get perhaps a
kiss or maybe just a glimpse of the
King of Romance Engelbert
Humperdinck.
Now you may be grin<!ing your
teeth and cringing at the name.
O.k., he's not a pop singer. He's
not Bruce Springsteen or Elvis. He
doesn't have long hair and play
rock music. So then why all this
commotion?
Well, to tell the truth, I can't explain it. Engelbert has something
that makes him one of the popular
singers of today. Perhaps its class,
style, elegance, beauty or talent.
Whatever it Is, it made him a
multi-millionaire.
Engelbert's hour and a half show
may have lacked Minnelli's
energetic and liveliness, but
Engelbert was electrifying, and
overwhelming.

The King of Romance, Englebert
Humperdtnck

When he walked on stage s upporting a mustache and dressed in
a smart black suit and tie, every
woman swooned and sighed.
Then, when he opened his mouth
to sing, the audience yelled with
sheer pleasure and delight. Does
this not boast of excitement?
The heartthrob of American
women zapped his magic on the audience as he wiggled and winked
through some of his biggest hits
like, "Quando, Quando, Quando,"
"After the Loving," " This Moment
in Time," and "Please Release
Me."
At one point in the show,
Engelbert usually will ask an audience member to come up on
stage and help him out. This time a
middle-aged woman pranced on
stage and asked a stunned
Engelbert if she could volunteer .
He said yes and she proceeded to
smother him with passionate
kisses, much to the enjoyment of
the audience and I'm sure ,
Engelbert himself.
Engelbert proceeded to hypnotize the audience when he used
his golden voice to sing, recreating
everyone 's memories of the name
of romance .
Ever see 40, 50, a nd 60 year-old
women jump and scream and act
like teenboppers? And they call
teenagers wild.
Engelbert may not be on the current Billboard single's hit list, but
he's definitely got something.
Wouldn't we all like to know his
secret?
However , both Liza and
Engelbert were not th~ big attractions. Mayor Jane Byrne received
an endless amount of rip-roaring
applause and standing ovations on
both nights.
Yes , through Liza , and
Engelbert and Mayor Byrne, the
Loop came alive once again.

Loop Alive! shin.e s .
By-Jody Waldman
LOOP ALIVE!, a week-long
celebration throughout the city of
Chicago wound down on Sunday,
March 6, with Engelberdt Humperdlnk. one of the bigger draws to the

Chicago Theatre.
" Cheering fans were everywhere, and many tried to get on
stage with Engelberdt! ," said one
spectator at the show, Jolene
Jones. " Some got up on stage and
even kissed and hugged him!"
Another big act at the Chicago
Theatre was, of course, the always
flashy, and flamboyant Liza Minnell!. She performed two nights,
Friday and Saturday, March 4 and
5.

TOP SINGLES
SHE BLINDED ME WITH

SCII:HCE..•THOMAS OOLBY...HARVEST
THE ANIMATION GENERATION... NOVO
COMBO ... POL YDOR LOVE MY
WAY...PSYCHEOELIC FURS...COLUMBIA
JOHNNY AND MAR Y... E:: EM
FOLEY...CLEVELAND INT./EPIC LOVE
SllHKS (UVE) ...J. GEILS BAND... EMI
AMERICA

TOP ALBUMS
NUTS AND BOLTS...RICHARD BARONE
IJAMES MASTRO ... PASSPORT
STARSTRUCK ... SOUNDTRACK ... OZ/A&M QUARTET ... ULTRAVOX ... CH RYSALIS
MEN WITHOUT WOMEN ... LITTLE
STEVEN/DISCIPLES OF SOUL. .. EMI
AMERICA HEARTBEATS AND TRIGGERS...TRANSLATOR...• ISICOLUMBIA
ROBERT HAZARD ... ROBERT
HAZARD.•. RCA LUCKY ... MARTY
BAlii...EMI AMERICA RUN FOR THE
RDSES ...JERRY GARCIA ...ARISTA
POUTICS ' AND PLEASURE...HEAVY
MANNERS... DISTURBING THE
ABOMINABLE SNOWMAN ... NICK

l.OWE.•.COi.UIIIBIA

Mayor Byrne reportedly attended both performer's shows.
WLS presented the rock/jazz
Cushion group Spyro Gyra at the
Empire Room of The Palmer
House . The six-man ensemble performed two shows nightly ,
Wednesday through Sunday
nights.
Other appearances during the
week at the Chicago Theatre Included the acclaimed funnyman
VIctor Borge, Las Vegas entertainers Steve Lawrence and Eydie
Gorme, and the t a le nt ed
songstress Melissa Manchester.
A sold-out crowd for the cast of
Mister Rogers Neighborhood was
featured as part of Loop Alive, at
the Chicago Public Library
Cultural Center, 7B E . Washington.
Tickets for the show were only attainable through the mall.
The second annual Loop Alive!
celebration ran from February 27
through March 6. The events offered took place throughout the city, highlighting many of the landmarks of Chicago.
A 10,000 meter run was held at
the Civic Center, along with free
public Ice skating dally at the WLS-

.

. . .,·

AM 1ce rmk.
Numerous films were featured
throughout the . week at various
theatres, wh1ch mcluded the StateLake, Woods, and Umted ArtiSts
theatr_e s.
. .
Var1ous art exh1b1ts took place
during the week . A Goldblatt's window exhibit of drawings and
models of Chicago Architecture
the past, present, and future was
on display. A visit to the Printer's
Row Printing Museum, Chicago's
newest museum was offered,
which displayed a collection of 19th
century Chicago art.
Fine dining spots around the
downtown area participated in the
Loop Alive! celebration .
Distinguished eateries such as
Trader VIc's, The Mayor's Row
restaurant, and the Millionaires
Club offered food and drink
specials throughout the week.
Loop Alive! was originally formulated by Mayor Jane Byrne as a
device to lure people back into the
city, and bring the city back to life,
by showcasing it's umlimited
potential as an entertainment
center. Sponsored by Fes tivals
Inc., the same company which
brought us Chicago Fes t, Loop
Alive! Is going through some contract negotiations presently as to
it's rejuvenation next year.
A proposal was sent to the
Finance Committee by Mayor
Byrne right after the festival ended. With the new pending Mayoral
administration, who may just not
want to see the Loop, or anything
else, come alive, chances look slim
for It's continuance.
AU we COUld do is hope for the
best, whatever that may be.

.·,

AGAINST
THE

GRAIN

avaUable on Vfrgln.
Sons And Fascination ts
available only as an Import,
however. The French Canadian <Quebec:) Import contains an extra track. The
British Import doesn'l Unfortunately, the Canadian-Import Is bard to (tnd In the
United States.
The extra track, Tbeme For
Great Cltles Is a haunty, but a
delightful dance track. It is
one of the best songs from

By Peter Rindskopf
By Peter Rtndskopf
Simple Minda, New . Gold
Dream, (VIrgln/AAM>,
Simples Minds, Orange Juice,
APB, Altered Images, and TV
21 aU have one thing In common: they come from Scotland. But Simple Minds, a sixpiece outfit from Edinburgh
by far surpases these other
bands. Simple Minds have
been around longer and their
sound-is highly dlsllnctive and
sophisticated. However. this
doesn't mean their sound Is
getting better. Actually, thelatest from Simple Minds,
New Golden Dream. Is a big •
disappointment compared
with their previous releases.
WCRX calls it bot stuff. Obviously, they aren't familiar
with " Sons And Fascination, "
the previous LP released late
In 1981.
'
__
·

Simple Minds. Theme For
Great Cities is avaUable on an
LP as an Import from Great
Britain.
On Sons And Fascination,
the opening track on both Imports Is Love Song, another hit
for Simple Minds. Both of
these tracks are far better
than any track on New Gold
Dream.
There are 10 tracks on the ·
Canadian Import, all of which
are absolutely outstanding. No
other word can generously
describe Sons And Fascination. Honestly.
Simple Minds released a
compilation LP last year entitled "Celebration". It contains tracks from their first
two LPs, Reel to Reel and
SistersFeeltngs CalL
It is too bad about New Gold

Sons And Fascination Is an
Indication that Simple.. Minds
aren't as good today as they
were a year ago.
New Gold Dream Is nothing
to scream about. The oDiy
tracks that get the dance Ooot
- moving Is Promised You A
Miracle, Glittering Prize, and
the title track. These are the
best three !racks. OUt Of the
nine on the LP and are worth
listening to on or off the dance
Ooor.
Promised You A Miracle

was released as a single last
8U1Diiler_'l:hls track Is the best
New Gold Dream bas to offer.
It Is It pleasant dance song·
with a strange beginning. It
sounds like the mfddle ot the
song, rather than at the beginning; it kicks In Immediately
with " Promised You A
Miracle". Other than that, it's
a good song. But buying the
entire LP for jW>t that song Is
a waste. Too many people
bought that LP just for that
one song and they were quite
disappointed with the remainIng tracks.
Glittering Prize Is the next
best song on the LP, following
that is New Gold Dream. The
remaining six tracks lack the
Simple Minds distinction. Fortunately, all three teacks are
available as singles. GlitterIng Prfze and the title track
are on a 12-tncb that was
·released after the New Gold
Dre.tmLP.
One would speculate that
SimPle Minds did thla to sort
out the good trac:ka from the
bad one. Normally, most
banda don't do this unless the
LP IIIJIIIltllll bad reviews. ,
Ne• Gold bream Is
IYal!Uie ~ally 011 the
Mil 18bel. 11le Import ..

Dream.-YounafetoseeSuclra
good band produce suc;b.!lpoor
album. But all Is not lost. We
have more Simple .Minds... to·
look forward to. Let's just
hope it doesn'tsound like New
Gold Dream.
Stranglen, FelbJe, (Epic>Listening to the Stranglers
latest LP Is Uke bearing a
totally different band. They
have new sound that is completely opposite from what
they once were . Their
previous releases are heavy
rock · and somewhat punk.
Their new sound Ia very relaxed and quite mellow In comparison with early SlrllnglersIt takes oa a different meanIng from befote.
European Female and

Golden Brown are the best
tracks on the Feline LP. the
rematnfn¥ eight tracks_ are
just as good.

GoldeiJ Brown is one track
that stands out alone from all
the rest. It has a perfect
melody that Is perfect for
commercial radio. No one. has
caught on to the song. Golden
Brown was released on The
Stranglers' previous LPEuropean Female is available
on a single that Is currently
doing very well on European
music charts.
The Feline LP as a whole Is
very nice. But there Is too
much of a change from their
early releases to their present.
It takes a little ttm.e·to get used to especially If you're
familiar with ear l y
Stranglers.
Singles Pick of the Weell::
1. New Order, Blue MondAy,
Factory Records.
2. The Rlgaons, Run Me Down,
Two-Tone Records.
3. Echoi:TheBunnymen, The
QIUer, Korova Records.
4. Orcbestral ManoeuVteS In
The Dilrft, (}eDetJc
~,VIrcliL

s. Baubaua, Laprtqa l(lck,
. . . . . . Jtuquet---. -
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Curiosity~

key
to good press
By Jacqueline B. Prince
" What makes a journalist successful "
" They all possess lour key attributes," David Hall said quickly,
answering his own question . Hall is
the executive editor or the St. Paul
Pioneer Press and Dispatch, in
Minnesota .
All great journalists have
curiousity he began. You must be
curious about your environment.
and be curious about what others
a re doing and have the ability to
com municate what you have
discovered to other people.
Good journalists have socia l reelIng and understanding, he continued. You must have a deep-

David Hall
Photo by Rudolph Florence
seated reeling lor society in order
to !unction in this business, and
have some understanding about
how it works.
Great journalists are not usua lly
found among those who have spent
all their time in school, he said, but
among those who have gone out in
the world and accomplished a lew
th ings.
A successful journalist has inte llectual integrity a nd some
mor al principles that guide his/ her
life.
" In this business, Hall counseled, "you may have to compromise
some things. That may be a budget
compromise or a management
compromise. You never want to
get yourself into a situa tion where
your moral principles a nd values
might be compromised," he stressed.

On educational preparedness,
Hall discussed lour major topics
that he felt all serious journalists
should be concerned about.
First, one should be concerned
about getting a good liberal edUCil·
lion.
Concentrate the majority or your
formal education In another area
or study aside !rom journalism. he
advised . Let journalism courses be
the least ol your concerns. Take
copy-editing. typing, the history ol
journalism and the basics or journalism. but don't concentrate your
education entirely in journalism,
he emphasized .
" I would much rather employ a
journalist who understands what
caused World War II. and how the
outcome or that war caused the
Vietnam Conllict. than one who Is
just a good copy editor."
Upon graduation, get yourself an
internship. "They can be very
valuable. and is probably the
easiest way to get on la rge
da il ies." Ta ke wha te ve r is
available and work real ha rd when
you get a job, he said.
Above all, set your goa ls loose
enough to react to a good opportunity, a nd don't wait lor an
opportunity- " make things happen!"
Know the importance ol continuing your education, he said.
"I have more respect lor the axion 'continuing education' now,
than I ever did when the phrase ·
fi rst became popular during the
sixties," he commented.
Continue your formal education
a lways. Ta ke courses outs ide or
journalism that interest you. It
keeps a reporter 's mind " fresh,"
and allows you to escape the da ily
rigors round In this business.
And lastly, understa nd iha t the
newspaper business is a bus iness
first. Before a newspaper can be a
success, it must first succeed as a
business.
"Newspapers must make money
to pay the bi lls! To illust rate his
point, Ha ll proudly announced that
the Pioneer P ress paid- in cash$45 million to build Its new production/ distr ibution plant. "It just
ma kes good business sense," he
explained, " to plow revenue back
into the business."

S ql"f't~l«:rCit..S

We the undersigned members of the Col ll!l'l:>ia College faculty , staff &
a~nistrators strongly urge you to support Congressman Harol d Was~
for Mayor of Chicago on April 12 . . It is Vltally :l.!tqX>rtant that the city s
next Mayor understand the true needs of Chicago, and possess the ability

to respond to them creatively. As a State Representative, a State Senator ,
and a Congressman, Harold Washington has a record which s~ that he has
been addressing vital social issues consistently responsibly and 1!\telli:
gently . As a candidate for Mayor, he has been forthright about the city s
needs and problems. He has spoken out for mo:e money fran the s~te and
federal sources for schools, mass transportation, and social. se~ ~
At the sarre time, he has c alled for c:attJCOSatory reductions 1!\ l oa
arms expenditures.
washington ' s canpaign has been successful thus far, because, he has invol ved thousands of Chicagoans who have never before been part of a campaign. We urge you not only to vote for Harol d washinqt.on on_~!!...J_2 ,
but also to vol W'\teer to poll watch on Ell ection Day so that every vote
will be counted honestly . To be a vol W'\teer call 853-1983.

Newcomer., Gallas
offers job guidance
By Roshon Barnwell
Walter Gallas, former assistant
to the Dean or the college, has
taken on the new position or Vocational Counselor, or the Ollice or
Career Planning and Professiona l
P lacement.
Gallas, a graduate ol Illinois
State University has a Masters
degree In Guidance and Counseling
and has held severa l career
counseling related jobs In the past.
The primary duties or Gallas will
be to help students choose the right
career paths according to their
abil ities. He encourages students
to seek vocational counseling In the
early stages or the ir college years.
Gallas said students would save
a great deal of time a nd money If
they would only get Involved In
assessing their career goals before
they're seniors.
"Studenta must take the responl lbllltles to come In and use the
resourcea that are ava ilable," says
Oallaa. He adds, the Career
Resource Library provides job
deac rlptlons of c areen that
ltudentl may want to pursue.
Oallu encourap. ltudentl to

Walter Gallas
take the Initiative. This can be accomplished by ta lking to department chairpersons, Instructors
and people a lready active In the
field.
" Most people like to talk about
their joba and wouldn't hesitate to
give atudenta valuable Information," Gallas said.
By eatabllahlng a good lia ison
with varloua academic departmenta within the college, Gallas
feela the atudenta will be well eerv-
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